IFT - Intensive Floor Treatment
TYPICAL PROPERTIES AND APPLICATION PROCEDURES
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
IFT is the first step in a two-part cleaning system designed to prepare floors for the application of TyKote® as
the correct floor preparation process when using Basic Coatings TyKote System. IFT is a powerful cleaner
designed to remove tough oil, dirt and other residue from the floor as preparation for the recoating process. IFT
is a vital part of the preparation process for Basic Coatings TyKote System and should never be omitted when
used to prepare surfaces for Basic Coatings TyKote System application.
TYPICAL PROPERTIES
Color
Density
PH
VOC
Flash Point
Freeze/Thaw Stability

Lavender (light purple)
8.30-8.40 lbs./gallon
12-14
At minimum dilution does not exceed 2% by weight
Greater than 200ºF
Stable

APPLICATION METHOD
1. To prepare the floor for the cleaning process, remove all caked mud, chewing gum and other debris from
the floor. Vacuum the dirt from the floor. Pay special attention to corners.
2. IFT should be diluted using a ratio of 4 parts water to 1 part Intensive Floor Treatment.
3. Soak several clean towels in the solution and wring them until nearly dry. Rubber gloves must be worn to
protect hands from skin irritation.
4. Wrap a towel around a push broom and tack the floor. To prevent redeposit of dirt and oil, refold towel
using clean sides as needed. Pay special attention to corners.
5. Repeat steps 3-4 in each area of the floor until the entire floor has been cleaned.
6. NOTE: For stubborn surface marks, dirt and shoe marks, use a moderately abrasive nylon pad or sponge
moistened with IFT and scour area manually until spot is removed. Follow with a clean water rinse on
scrubbed area.
7. Always rinse the floor by damp mopping with clean water and a clean mop until the rinse water is clean
or use tack towels with clean water. Pay special attention to corners.
8. Clean the floor again using Squeaky Cleaner, following the same cleaning procedure described above.
(Steps 2-4) Since Squeaky Cleaner does not leave a residue, no clear water rinse is needed after this step.
The two cleaners are specifically formulated to remove different types of contaminants from the floor and
may not be combined into a single treatment.
ALTERNATE APPLICATION METHOD
1. Prepare a diluted solution of IFT using 4 parts water to 1 part IFT in a mop bucket.
2. Soak string mop in the solution and wring excess out.
3. Mop the floor paying special attention to corners. Re-soak and wring mop frequently. Mop until the entire
floor has been cleaned.
4. Always rinse the floor by damp mopping with clean water and a clean mop until the rinse water is clean
or use tack towels with clean water. Pay special attention to corners.
5. Clean the floor again using Squeaky Cleaner, following the same cleaning procedure described above.
Since Squeaky Cleaner does not leave a residue, no clear water rinse is needed after this step. The two
cleaners are specifically formulated to remove different types of contaminants from the floor and may not
be combined into a single treatment.

AUTO-SCRUBBER APPLICATION METHOD
1. If using an automatic scrubber, use a dilution rate of 4 parts water to 1 part Intensive Floor Treatment
along with a white, red, brown or black pad. Make sure squeegees and buffing pads work well. A person
with a mop must follow behind the scrubber to pick up any water that is not picked up from the machine.
Pay special attention to corners.
PACKAGING
Gallons, 2-2 1/2 gallons (buddy packs)
OBLIGATION OF MANUFACTURER/SELLER
The following is made in lieu of all warranties, expressed or implied: Seller’s and manufacturer’s only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the
product proved to be defective. Neither seller nor manufacturer shall be liable for any injury, loss of damage, direct or consequential, arising out of the use
of or the inability to use the product. Before using, the user shall determine the suitability of the product for the intended use and user assumes all risk and
liability whatsoever in connection therewith. The foregoing may not be altered except by an agreement signed by officers of seller and manufacturer.
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